President’s Employee Excellence Award Nominations

President’s Employee Excellence Award Nominations are now being accepted for the 2023-24 President's Employee Excellence Awards. The award is presented annually to recognize outstanding contributions by WSU administrative professionals and classified employees. Staff at all WSU locations are eligible to be nominated for this award. Award criteria include outstanding contributions made by the employee regarding the productivity of the university; innovative problem-solving; positive working relations, and university and...
Work AND Life Balance: December’s featured Watch, Read and Listen

Work-life balance looks different for everyone, but it generally means having a healthy split between time spent on work-related activities and personal activities. This balance allows individuals to enjoy life outside of work, leads to improved happiness, satisfaction, and overall wellbeing.

Here are some questions to help you reflect on your own work-life balance:

1. Do I often feel overwhelmed or stressed by my work?
2. Am I able to disconnect from work during my personal time?
3. Do I have enough time for my hobbies and interests?
4. Do I spend quality time with my family and friends regularly?
5. Am I able to focus and be productive during my working hours?

To learn more, consider launching one of the recommended featured assets:

/watch

WATCH: Optimizing Your Workplace Well-Being
READ: Find your Balance Point: Clarify Your Priorities, Simplify Your Life, and Achieve More
LISTEN: Creating a Purposeful Life: How to Reclaim Your Life, Live More Meaningfully and Befriend Time

Content Credit: Carey Musburger, Learning and Organizational Development Assistant

Inclement Weather

inclement weather and/or suspend-end operations are available on the Inclement Weather webpage.

Employees are encouraged to enroll in campus alerts, as a method of staying informed with the latest developments regarding your campus and conditions:

- Pullman Alerts
- Spokane Alerts
- Tri-Cities Alerts
- Vancouver Alerts
- Everett Alerts

So that you can plan and prepare for how your campus, area, or department will address inclement weather and suspended operations, review the relevant Business Policies and Procedures 50.40, 60.40, 60.56, and 60.57.

Award Nominations

Nominations and supporting materials may be submitted online through Wednesday, Dec. 6, at 7 p.m. Please help share this information amongst your areas.

Content Credit: Lexie Murray, Employee Recognition Assistant
Reduced Operations

December 25-26, and Monday January 1st. HRS will open with limited staffing, Wednesday-Friday, December 27-29.

So that you can receive comprehensive assistance, employees are encouraged to forward plan time sensitive or non-urgent personnel concerns prior to December 22nd, or after the New Year.

Prepare for January 2024 HR mass actions

In January 2024, HRS will process the following mass actions:
- Minimum Wage increase effective 1/1
- FLSA changes effective 1/1

Departments are encouraged to prepare for these blackout dates by reviewing the January 2024 HCM Mass Action Timelines and Options guide.

New Paylock Checklist & Resources

Payroll Services and Modernization have developed resources to help departments prepare for payroll cutoff, reducing stress and confusion related to payroll tasks.

New training resources added to “Workday for...” pages

We’ve recently updated the “Workday for...” series of web pages by adding links to a wide range of Elevating Cougs sessions replays, as well as links to new reference guides. Explore what’s new.

A look back at the first Elevating Cougs

On October 19 & 20, nearly 800 WSU staff and faculty joined HRS’ Learning & Organizational Development and Modernization for the first-ever Elevating Cougs conference. We’d like to thank the WSU community for making Elevating Cougs WS’s largest-ever employee development event. Here’s a look back at this year’s conference.

Content Credit: Emily Akin, Change Management Communications Coordinator

Workday

are rare, they provide an opportunity to help us better prepare for potential similar instances that may occur in the future. Learn more about what happened and how to prepare for potential future outages.

Reminder: Use Your Personal Holiday and Holiday Credit by Dec. 31

Civil Service, Nonpermanent Scheduled, and Nonpermanent Non-scheduled employees who have not used their Personal Holiday, Personal Holiday Credit, or Holiday Credit must do so by December 31, 2023.

New report identifies employees with incomplete onboarding tasks

Did you know we have over 5,000 WSU employees with one or more incomplete onboarding tasks? A new report helps identify individuals with incomplete tasks from their area’s supervisory organizations.

Calendar Planning & Best Practices resources

We’ve developed resources to help you better plan for the key HCM and finance events in Workday.

相差
Spending Account (FSA) or the Dependent Care Assistance Program (DCAP) benefits, you will see these changes go into effect January 1, 2024. Pending plan changes can be viewed through the Benefits and Pay App in Workday by clicking Benefits, then Benefits by Date. Changes in premiums or new contribution rates for the FSA and DCAP benefits will first be seen on your January 10, 2024 paycheck.

**WellCoug Holiday Support**

WSU WellCoug is here to support you through the holidays! On December 8 at 3 PM, we have added a second session of Self Care for the Holidays to help you prepare for challenges that may come your way through this busy season. We also invite you to join us on December 11 at 3 pm to prepare for success with your New Year’s resolutions. Register to attend through Percipio: [Self Care for the Holidays; New Year’s Resolutions Start Here](#).

**Diabetes Prevention**

The Diabetes Prevention Program powered by Omada is holding a webinar on December 13 titled Stand Up for Your Health. When it comes to preventing type 2 diabetes, how much and how often you move makes all the difference. A health coach from Omada will share how to use your time at home and at work to move more. [Register to attend Stand Up for Your Health](#).

---
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